
T
here are many ways to train

mules. It depends on where

you live, the facilities you

have available, the time you want to

spend training, your knowledge of

training, use of a professional trainer

and many other factors. My wife

Brenda and I live in the mountains

of western Montana, above 4,000

feet in elevation. We get snow any

time after the first of November. The

early snow doesn’t always stay

around very long. However, after the

middle of the month, the snow is

generally present at least in the hills

right behind our house. 

With me being retired from a reg-

ular job, I have plenty of time to

train our mules. There are a lot of

folks who think that as soon as the

snow flies, the riding and training

stop. Not for me, however. Hunting

season starts September 15th in the

wilderness areas and the general sea-

son starts October 20th. Both seasons

run through the weekend after

Thanksgiving. So from September

15th to after Thanksgiving is a great

time to train your mules.

Of course you need to be warm
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and comfortable when riding and

hunting. I have gone out in -15 de-

grees and hunted all day. However,

you need to know how to dress. Fur-

thermore, your mule needs to be

properly shod and in good shape to

climb the mountains in the snow.

These two items will be left to an-

other article.  

At seventy years old, walking

while hunting in the mountains here

in Montana is not in the cards for

me. So I ride one of our mules for

six to ten hours a day looking for

deer or elk. The scenery can be stun-

ning and a person never knows what

you may see. 

I carry my reins crossed over the

neck in front of the saddle horn with

the left rein on the top. With the

reins in this position I can pull them

over the saddle horn when I want to

stop and use the binoculars. With the

reins over the saddle horn, they stay

fairly snug and the mule knows he is

not to move a foot till the reins are

relaxed again. Having the left rein

on top makes it easier and faster to

keep a rein in my hand when I dis-

mount for a shot.  

Your mule can learn so many

things out in the mountains. They

learn to stop and stand still while

you use binoculars looking for game

on a distant ridge. You can teach

them to walk fast when there is not

very much to look at or walk slow

when you enter an area where there

are many acres to survey for wild

game. Your mule will also learn to

back up or side pass so you can get

a better look at a distant hill. Your

mule will learn to stop with a whoa

in a whisper and to start walking

again with a very soft cluck.

There are also encounters with

wild game, sometimes at a very

short distance. In the area where I

hunt, I have run into deer, elk, coy-

otes, moose, wolves, black bears,

grizzly bears and cougars. These

large wild animals rarely cause our

mules any problems. Conversely, the

wild animal that spooks the mules

most is the grouse. There are several

different kinds of grouse here in

western Montana. They always wait

till you are five to fifteen feet away

from them hiding in a tree or on the

ground. Then they take to flight with

a burst of energy and loud flapping

of their wings that make such a

racket the mules almost always

spook at the sound. I believe that

there aren’t many mules around that

will not spook, at least a little, every

time they encounter a grouse taking

flight.

When I am hunting I travel on a

lot of logging roads where no one

can drive in to hunt.  Only walking

in or rideing in on a horse or mule is

allowed. Traveling down these

roads, a person can teach their mule

to give to leg pressure to move from

side to side of the road, whichever

position gives you the best look at

the area around you. I ride on the

Ray on Willie leading the string. Photo was taken by by Ray Petersen who shot the elk we are packing out of the Bob.  

Ray passed away last fall so this was the last elk he was able to take.



downhill side of the logging roads,

as I can see further up and down the

slope on either side of the road. The

mules will usually want to stay in

the wheel tracks, like following a

trail. However, I make them walk

near the edge of the road in the

grass, brush and weeds that are

growing up there. 

During the first few trips, mules

usually want to take a bite of grass.

I teach my mules not to eat when I

ride them by pulling up their heads

and making them move their

feet forwards, backwards or

from side to side. This is done

very easily on the logging

roads as there is plenty of

room compared to a trail on a

steep hillside. They will soon

realize that the one little bite

of old, dead grass isn’t worth

the effort.

If I do bushwhack or ride

through the woods where there is no

trail or road, it is usually up or down

a ridge from logging road to logging

road. Your mule will learn very fast

that he would rather go up steeper

hills than come down them. If you

are going up or down the hills, the

mule will learn to traverse back and

forth on the ridge to take the steep-

ness out of the travel. Once they

learn where you want to go, you can

let them pick their own way through

the brush and downfall. Mules are

smart and will get you up or down

the hills in short order.

When riding your mules in the

hills they will be more relaxed than

with a regular training routine in an

arena. During a six or ten-hour ride,

you are not asking him to do some-

thing different every minute or two

like a person does when training in

an arena. They enjoy being out in the

open and enjoy the break from the

arena.

After riding your mule hunting

several times, he will be bet-

ter trained than before. You

will have a fun day enjoying

the beautiful scenery, the

snow on the trees, the golden

or red-orange rising sun, see-

ing wonderful wild game, and

every once in a while you will

be able to put some meat on

the dinner table! Happy hunt-

ing.    

I was leading a pack string out of the Bob. When I turned a corner in the trail, this bear was sitting right on the trail about thirty yards

in front of me. He took off running down the trail for about another thirty yards and ran off of the trail about forty yards up a hill.

Then he stopped and looked at me, so I got off and took this picture; we then continued on down the trail.


